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Abstract—We consider a cloud as a cluster of processors
holding each a large XML tree. We present a statistical representation which can be built online on each processor and
allows to approximate boolean, unary and Aggregation queries.
The main result of the paper shows how these statistics can be
efficiently Reduced to a master node of the cloud. We obtain
an approximation of the global tree structure built from the
elementary trees on each processor. In this StatsReduce model,
processors only exchange statistical data with their neighbours.
This technique leads to the approximation of Analytics queries
on the global tree structure with a quantified confidence.

I.

I NTRODUCTION

We introduce a cluster model where the cluster is a network
of processors, each processor holds large amount of data (XML
trees) and the processors only exchange some statistical data
with their neighbours. The goal is to build a good approximate
statistics for the global tree T , built from the tree cluster and
the local trees ti . We call this construction the StatsReduce
phase.
We wish to approximate Analytics queries over T by
reducing some specific statistical information over each node
of a cluster to a global information on a master node. We
assume that each node i of the cluster holds a large tree ti ,
viewed as an XML tree with attribute values which can be
discrete or numerical but bounded. The global tree T is the
tree structure defined by the tree cluster where each node i
is replaced by ti . We will never store T on a single node.
We want to answer queries on the global tree T , by just
reducing statistical information on the cluster nodes. The main
difference with the classical MapReduce setting is that there
is no Map operation and the Reduce operation only applies
to statistical data. We start from any state, where each node i
stores a large tree ti with successor nodes j1 ....jk and explain
how to reduce the statistics of the trees ti , tj1 , ...tjk to the
statistics of the composed tree, i.e. ti followed by the trees
tj1 , ...tjk .
We use several types of approximation. The main notion
is the approximation of a boolean query, as ”is a tree t valid
for a DTD?”. We use the Property Testing [2] setting with the
Edit distance on trees, and there is a theoretical interest in this
framework as testers were only known for a weaker distance
[1], [7]. We then consider unary queries which return sets of
nodes, as an Xpath query ”a//b” (the set of nodes labeled ”a”
with a descendant labeled ”b”). In this case we approximate
the density of such nodes within an additive . Finally we
consider OLAP queries which specify dimensions (attributes
with discrete values), a measure (attribute with a numerical
value) and an aggregation operator (Sum, Average, Max,...)
and return a distribution. We approximate these distributions

with the L1 distance. All these approximations are achieved
with high probabilities, because they are obtained by some
simple randomized algorithms. For the ”a//b” nodes selected
in the previous query, assume the ”a” node has a successor
node <country name=”U.K.”> and a successor node <sales
value=”100”>. The Analysis of the total Sales (measure)
per Country (dimension) for the ”a//b” nodes might be the
distribution {U.K. : 0.2, China : 0.3, U.S. : 0.5}. The
support is the set of attribute values {U.K., China, U.S.}
and the measure the relative sums.
In this paper, we emphasize the approximation of analytic
queries, i.e. OLAP queries over the large T and only give the
intuition for why the statistical representation is also useful for
boolean and unary queries. We introduce the main statistical
vectors ustatpk (t) for a large tree t and two integer parameters
k and p, which depend on the precision  and the depth of
the selection query (p = 2 in our example). It generalizes a kgram, or the density ustatk (t) of local subtrees at depth k to p
sequences of such subtrees with their global relationships in the
tree. This vector of very large dimension can be approximated
with N samples where a sample is a sequence of p independent
local subtrees at depth k and N only depends on k, p and the
support of the distribution, i.e. the number of distinct local
subtrees for the discrete attributes. It is important that the
global relationships of the p subtrees can be computed when
the tree is a large XML stream. The numerical attributes of
these N samples will be stored separately from the density
vectors ustatpk (t) together with the null values.
We give an efficient algorithm to approximate an OLAP
query on T , if T is -close to some DTD and if the density
of the selection query is high enough, i.e. greater than c.,
assuming all the sources are built as streams. The OLAP
analysis on the samples will be d. close to the OLAP query
on T , for some constants c, d.
We decompose the results in three parts:
•

We first approximate an OLAP query on a large tree t
close to a DTD, based on the samples and the statistics
(Theorem 1).

•

We show how the statistics vectors ustatpk (t) can be
composed on a cluster, first for words and then for
trees (Theorem 2).

•

We combine the two first results and show how to
approximate OLAP queries on T (Theorem 3).

In the second section, we review the basic notions of
Property Testing, statistics on trees and their approximation
when the tree is a large online stream, Analytic queries and
the Stats-reduction model. In the third section we study the

approximation of OLAP queries on a tree t. In the fourth
section we describe the Stats-reduction first on words and then
on trees. In the fifth section, we combine both methods to
approximate OLAP queries on the large global tree and discuss
the practicality of the method.
II.

P RELIMINARIES

We define some statistical information which is sufficient
to approximate any regular properties of trees. By keeping
the numerical values of the samples, we can also approximate
Analytic queries. The paper emphasizes the reduction of these
statistics on a cluster, in order to lift the approximation to the
very large structure T .
A. Property Testing
Property Testing [2] is a framework for approximate decision problems with a distance between structures such as
words or trees. In this paper we use the Edit distance on
labeled unranked ordered trees, as words are a special case.
Basic operations are edges insertions, edge deletions, labels
modifications at a unit cost. The absolute distance between
two trees t, t0 is the minimum number of operations which
transform t into t0 . The relative distance 0 ≤ dist(t, t0 ) ≤ 2
is the absolute distance divided by the largest size (number of
nodes) of t, t0 . Let a property P of trees be a subset of trees.
The distance of t to P is dist(t, P ) = M int0 ∈P dist(t, t0 ).
A query is a function which given a node v returns the
local neighborhood of that node. The query complexity of an
algorithm is the number of queries used. Given a parameter
0 ≤  ≤ 1, an -tester [2] for a property P is a randomized
algorithm which makes queries and decides if a structure
satisfies the property P or if it is -far from satisfying the
property P . A property is testable if there exists tester such
that for all  it is an -tester and the query complexity is
independent of the size of the structure and only depends on
. In general, we select random nodes v ∈ {1, ...n} taken with
a uniform distribution and a query returns the neighborhood
of v at distance k = 1/.
We use a statistical embedding of trees which generalizes
the classical k-gram, into a vector ustatpk (t) vector for two
integer values k and p. It generalizes the simple testers given
in [1] with ustat1k (t) for k = 1 and a weaker distance, the Edit
distance with moves, where an additional basic move operation
is allowed. A move takes a subtree s of t, disconnects it from
a node v and reconnects it to a node v 0 , at the same cost
than an Edit operation. It is similar to Editing a graph. Testers
for properties of trees have also been studied in [5] for other
distances.
This embedding allows to us to approximate boolean
queries, density queries for Xpath, and analytic queries. Its
main property is that it can be Reduced in a cluster.
B. Statistics
We consider Statistics of a structure as a distribution of
finite support. Simple randomized algorithms take an XML
stream and output a good approximation of these distributions.
We first present the statistics on words and extend them to
ordered unranked trees.

1) Statistics on words: A word w of length n is a structure
(Vn , Σ, Succ, <, L) where Vn = {1, 2, ...n}, the relations
Succ, < are the standard Successor and order relations on Vn
and L : V → Σ is a labeling function. Let ustatk (w) be the
uniform statistics of order k, i.e. the k-gram of a word w. The
vector ustatk (w) of dimension |Σ|k gives the density of the
subwords ui of length k. Let #u be the number occurrences of
a subword u and u1 , u2 , ...u|Σ|k a lexicographic enumeration
of the ui ’s.

#u1
1
 #u2 
ustatk (w) =
.

...
n−k+1
#u|Σ|k


#ui
We write ustatk (w)[ui ] = n−k+1
and it is also the
probability that a random subword of length k is ui . We
can also interpret ustatk (w) as the distribution over all u’s
observed on a random position 1 ≤ i ≤ n − k + 1 if
u = w[i].w[i+1]...w[i+k−1]. This statistics vector is however
not enough to approximate regular properties of trees for the
Edit distance.

Suppose we take two random positions i1 ≤ i2 and define
the ustat2k (w) vector as the density of (ui1 , ui2 ), knowing
that ui1 precedes ui2 . It has dimension |Σ|2k and there are
2
2
n−k+1 + n − k + 1 possibilities, n−k+1 cases when i1 < i2
and n−k+1 possibilities when i1 = i2 . More generally we can
take p random positions i1 ≤ i2 .... ≤ ip and define
 the (k, p)
p
uniform statistics ustatpk (w). There are n−k+1
possibilities

p−1
for p distinct positions, (p − 1). n−k+1
for (p − 1) distinct
positions, and so on. Globally there are
M such
 p−2
 tuples1 and

p
p−1
2
M = n−k+1
+(p−1). n−k+1
+ p−2
n−k+1 +.... n−k+1 .
Definition 1: The (k, p) statistics ustatpk (w) vector of
dimension |Σ|p.k is the density vector of the sequences
ui1 , ui2 ...uip for p random positions i1 ≤ i2 , ... ≤ ip .

#(u1 , u1 , ...u1 )
1 
#(u1 , u1 , ...u2 )

.
ustatpk (w) =

...
M
#(u|Σ|k , u|Σ|k , ...u|Σ|k )


We enumerate all p sequences of ui ’s and count their
number of occurrences.
Example. Consider binary words, and k = 2. There
are 4 possible subwords of length 2, which we take in
lexicographic order. For the binary word w = 000111,
ustat12 (w) = 15 (2, 1, 0, 2), i.e. #00 = 2, and the first component
1
is 25 . If p = 2, ustat22 (w) = 15
(3, 2, .....) of dimension 16,
as there are 3 occurrences of (00, 00) and 2 occurrences of
(00, 01). Notice thatthere are 0 occurrences of (11, 00). There
p
are 15 pairs, n−k+1
= 25 = 10 pairs of distinct positions and
5 pairs of identical positions.

This classical lemma will be useful.
0

Lemma 1: Given ustatpk (w), we can obtain ustatpk (w) for
1 ≤ p0 < p.

Proof: We just apply linear interpolations. Assume k =
1, p = 2. Given ustat2k (w) we can obtain ustat1k (w) by:

v

1
2
i ] = ustatk (w)[u
k (w)[ui , ui ] +
P ustatk (w)[u
Pi ] = (2. ustat
2
2
uj 6=ui ustatk (w)[ui , uj ] +
uj 6=ui ustatk (w)[uj , ui ])/M
where M is a normalizing factor, the sum over all ui of the
numerators. This method generalizes for arbitrary p0 < p.

2) Statistics on trees: Consider labeled ordered unranked
trees, as finite structures:
tn = (Vn , Firstsuccessor, Nextsibling, <v , <h , L)
The
domain
is
the
set
Vn
of
n
nodes,
Firstsuccessor, Nextsibling are the standard relations of
degree 1 defining the first successor of a node v and the next
sibling. The relation <v is the classical Ancestor partial tree
order and <h is the horizontal order. Let i <h j (i is before
j) if ¬(i <v j) and i is before j in the XML document order.
Notice that <v ∪ <h is a total order, called the order of the
document.
We generalize the previous construction with ustatpk for
trees. We take p random nodes, their subtrees at depth k and
their horizontal or vertical relationships. The ustatpk vector
gives the density of these p subtrees of depth k.
As for words L : Vn → Σ is a labeling partial function and
Σ is a finite set of labels, the set of ”tags and discrete attribute
values”. The expression country name=”U.K.” is an element
of Σ and could be L(v) for a node v. To handle numerical
values, for example rational values less than β = 100 (the
set Qβ ), we add another labeling partial function Lnum :
Vn → Qβ . The expression sales value=”81.5” is represented
as L(v)=sales value=”” and Lnum = 81.5. An additional
difficulty is to handle XML trees with distinguished leaves
l0 , l1 , ...lk . These distinguished elements are necessary to define the composition of trees. An XML tree with numerical
attribute values in Qβ and m distinguished leaves is a structure
tn = (Vn , Qβ , Firstsuccessor, Nextsibling, <v , <h , L, Lnum ,
l0 , l1 , ...lm )

Nextsibling
Firstsuccessor

Fig. 1.

Ordered unranked trees as a tn structure.

A subtree at depth k from a node v includes all the nodes
at distance less or equal to k for the relations Firstsuccessor,
Nextsibling, as in Figure 2.
The number of distinct subtrees si of depth k is at most
k k and we can therefore enumerate all the γ labeled subtrees
si of depth at most k and build the vector:

#s1
1  #s2 
ustatk (tn ) = . 
... 
n
#sγ


Subtree at depth 3 from v

Fig. 2.

A sample si at depth 3, from a random node v

where #si is the number of occurrences of the labeled
tree si . We assume no numerical attributes. We will handle
them later. The ustatk (tn ) vector gives also the probability to
observe si when a random node v is selected with the uniform
distribution and the query selects the subtree of depth at most
k rooted in v. If we select leaves, the depth of the subtree is
0.
Consider two distinct random subtrees si and sj of depth
k rooted in vi and vj and let w = lca(u, v), the least common
ancestor of the nodes u, v. There are two possible cases:
•

si and sj follow each other, if lca(vi , vj ) = vi or vj .
We can decide this property by asking i <v j.

•

si and sj are horizontal to each other, if lca(vi , vj ) 6=
vi and lca(vi , vj ) 6= vj . We say that si precedes sj if
v i <h v j .

Let us write (si , sj , v) if vi <v vj and (si , sj , h) if vi <h
vj . The ustat2k (tn ) encodes the density of pairs of subtrees of
depth k with their vertical or horizontal relationships.

ustat2k (tn )


1 

= n . 

2


#(s1 , s1 , h)
#(s1 , s1 , v)
#(s1 , s2 , h)
#(s1 , s2 , v)
...
#(sγ , sγ , v)









If we select 3 subtrees we generalize to ustat3k (tn ) for
#(s1 , s2 , s3 , h.v) if #(s1 <h s2 <v s3 ) and all the other
possible combinations. In general we define ustatpk (tn ) which
gives densities for #(s1 , s2 , ...sp , σ) where σ is a sequence of
h and v of length p − 1.
C. Approximation of the ustatpk for words and trees
We always compare these vectors with the L1 distance.
0
p
[ k (t) be defined as ustatpk from N = m.p = O( c2 )
Let ustat
random samples which include the distinguished leaves, as
follows. We take p uniform samples among the N , with their
order and remove them from the list. From N samples we
have N/p generalized samples with their order, on which
p
[ k (t) as the vector ustatpk . We take the
we construct for ustat
densities relative to the samples.
A sample is a group of p local trees s1 , s2 ...sp at depth k,
selected with their roots v1 , ...vp taken uniformly on Vn , such
that s1 <. s2 ... <. sp where < . is either <h or <v .

p

t

[ k (t) online as t is an XML stream. We
We build ustat
need to show how we select N samples uniformly distributed,
together with their relationships for <h and <v . On a word
wn , this is the classical Vitter’s reservoir sampling [8]. It takes
a new letter w[n] and maintains N sampled positions which
we store in a sequence P .

s3
s1

s6

Samples at depth k

Algorithm 1. (Uniform sampler) (N, w[n]):
1. For n = 1, ....N , store positions as a sequence
P = (1, ...N ).
2. For n > N , flip a random bit X ∈r {0, 1} such that X = 1
with probability N
.
n
2.1. If X = 1, choose Y ∈r {1, 2, ...N } such that Y = i
with probability N1 . Replace the i-th element of P by n.

s2
s4

s5
L1

Distinguished leaf

Fig. 3.

L0

XML stream: 6 samples, 2 distinguished leaves.
p

An easy observation (by induction on n) is that the positions in P are uniformly distributed over {1, 2, ...n} for all n.
It generalizes to an XML tree where we read a new tag t[n]
and have two different actions for an open or a closed tag. We
let b be the branching factor, i.e. the number of distinguished
leaves in a general tree. The distinguished leaves behave as
fixed samples on the leaves. We will maintain P as for the
words, but also an ordered version Q with the specific orders.
If P = (17, 5, 32) than Q might be (5 <h 17 <v 32).
Algorithm 2. (XML Uniform sampler)(N, t[n]):
We maintain a stack with all the positions and tags along
the current path, a sequence P of positions of size N and a
sequence B of size b of leaves positions.
1. For the n = 1, ....N first opening tags, store positions in the
sequence P = (1, ...N ).
2. For n > N , if t[n] is opening, push t[n] on the stack,
2.1. Decide if it is a distinguished leaf,
2.2. Flip a random bit X ∈r {0, 1} such that X = 1 with
probability N
.
n
2.3. If X = 1, choose Y ∈r {1, 2, ...N } such that Y = i with
probability N1 . Replace the i-th element of P by n. Update Q
as we know which elements of P are on the current path.
3. For n > N , if t[n] is closing, update the local subtrees of the
samples and the stack.

Example. Consider an XML stream where we fix N = 6
samples and 2 distinguished leaves in advance. On the Figure
3, we observe the following (partial) relationships between the
samples and distinguished leaves:
s1 ≤h s2 ≤h s3
s3 ≤v s4 ≤v L0
Consider the sequence of operations as we pass and mark
s4 , L0 , s5 in the stream. When we decide to select s4 , we know
that s3 ≤v s4 as we maintain the stack of the current path. We
also know that s1 ≤h s4 and s2 ≤h s4 by observing Q at that
point. When we decide that L0 is a distinguished leaf, we know
similarly that s3 ≤v L0 , s4 ≤v L0 . When we leave s4 (closing
tag) we have a complete description of the local subtree s4 at
depth k. When we enter s5 , we know s3 ≤v s5 by observing
the stack and s4 ≤h s5 by observing Q.

[ k (t) Lemma 2: For large trees t, the density ustat
approximates ustatpk (t) with high probability.
Proof: For each component [s1 , ...sp ], observe that the
p
[ k (t)[s1 , ...sp , σ]) = ustatpk (t)[s1 , ...sp , σ].
expectation E(ustat
As we use N independent trials and bounded variables, we can
use the Chernoff-Hoeffding bound [3] applied to such random
variables Q:
P r[| E(Q) − Q |≤ /c] ≥ 1 − 2.e−2.

2

/c2 .N

p

[ k (t)[s1 , ...sp , σ] We take a union bound for all
Let Q = ustat
the c non-zero components [s1 , ...sp ] components and obtain:
p

2

[ k (t) |≤ ] ≥ 1 − 2.e−2.
P r[| ustatpk (t) − ustat

/c2 .N

Choosing N as indicated where c0 is proportional to c, we
obtain the result.
D. Approximate Analytics Queries
In the classical relational setting, an OLAP query is
specified by a filter, some dimensions, a measure and an
aggregation operator. We view the answer to an OLAP query as
a distribution [6] which we approximate with the L1 distance.
As an example the analysis of sales per country in 2000, may
yield:
U.K. 200
China 300
U.S. 500
We view the result as the distribution {U.K. : 0.2, China :
0.3, U.S. : 0.5}. A piechart is a standard representation of a
1-dimension OLAP query but generalizes to multidimensional
piecharts for more dimensions.
There are several approaches such as [4] to generalize
the OLAP analysis to trees. In our setting (XML trees), we
assume the tree close to a DTD. It guarantees that most local
subtrees have a structure with dimensions nodes and a measure
node. A filter is defined by an Xpath query, the dimension is
an attribute name, the measure is some attribute value. For
simplicity, the aggregation operator will be the sum. We first
show how to approximate an OLAP query on a tree tn , as in
[6] for relational OLAP schemas.

E. Tree clusters and Stats-Reductions
We now formally define the global tree T given a tree
cluster where each node j with k successors holds a tree tj
with k distinguished leaves.
ti

Example. We analyze the total sales of the ”a” nodes
per country, assuming many ”a” nodes have a country.x successor node for x ∈ {U.K., China, U.S.} and a sales.value
successor node. Suppose the exact answer is the distribution
{U.K. : 0.2, China : 0.3, U.S. : 0.5}.

i

i0

i00

Fig. 4.

i01

i1

i02

i10

Tree cluster of trees.

The global tree T is then defined as the composition of
trees along the distinguished leaves of each ti .
Example. For the tree cluster of Figure 4, the node i
has two successors, i0 and i1. Hence ti has two distinguished
leaves L0 and L1 . We can then replace L0 by the root of ti0
and L1 by the root of ti1 and write the new tree as ti (ti0 , ti1 ).
If we keep this top-down construction we build the global tree T .

The Stats-Reduction method is a distributed algorithm
where each node j of the tree cluster only exchanges statistical
information with his neighbours in the cluster. In the example
of Figure 4, node i0 can only exchange statistical information
with nodes i, i00, i01, i02.
By opposition to the MapReduce method, we start with the
large data on each server, so there is no Map operation. We
don’t reduce pairs of key-values, the Reduce operation, but
Reduce statistics of the local data to a master node, the root
of the cluster.
III.

in the example). We never store the function num but only
d The Sum aggregation is a linear function and all
store num
linear functions can be estimated from a limited number of
samples.

A PPROXIMATION OF AN OLAP QUERY ON A TREE t

We assume that all numerical values are bounded by a
fixed value β. Without this hypothesis no approximation is
possible as one very large hidden value could invalidate any
approximation based on statistics.
We first need to extend the ustatpk (tn ) vector when the
tree has numerical attributes. Assume some node label with a
numerical such as sales value=”81.5”. We list all the possible
numerical values for a subtree s at depth k with numerical
values, and similarly for the samples. A classical observation is
that if we have a large enough number of samples, the OLAP
query on the samples, with a limited number of numerical
values will approximate the exact OLAP query.
Let num be a function which takes a subtree at depth k in
tn and a numerical attribute and list all the values, using ”-”
as a null value. For example
num(si , value) = {81.5, 73, −, 50.....}
d lists the values of the samples
Similarly num
d i , value) = {81.5, −, −, 6, 25}
num(s
In this case we have 5 samples, 2 null values. We write
P
d i , value) for the sum of the numerial value (112.5
num(s

We look at the statistics of the si of the form
a(country.x, sales.value) for all values of x. We produce
a distribution {U.K. : δU.K. , China : δChina , U.S. :
\2 (tn ), we get three density values αx =
δU.S. }. With ustat
\2 (t
ustat
)[a(country.x,
Sales) for the three values of x. Let
n
P
Sx =
num(a(country.x, Sales), V alue), i.e. the Sum Aggregation of the numerical values of the samples. Then
αx .Sx
δx = P
x αx .Sx
and a typical result would be {U.K. : 0.18, China :
0.31, U.S. : 0.51}, within 4% of the exact solution.

An OLAP query on trees specifies a set of nodes (the base
nodes) by a selection. The base nodes have a successor labeled
by a dimension (country.name) and a successor node labeled
by a measure (sales.value). The answer to the OLAP query
gives the sum of the measure (sales) for each discrete value
of the dimension.
This approach is consistent with the OLAP world such as
[4] but supposes that the tree has some predefined structure
captured by a DTD, and that the base nodes have been selected
by a selection query, for example an Xpath query. It turns
out that both these queries can be approximated. An OLAP
analysis supposes a tree close to a DTD and a high density of
the base nodes, defined by the selection.
Let
the
random
variables
αx
=
\2 (tn )[base(dimension.x,measure)]
ustat
for
the
discrete
P
values of x and Sx =
num(base(dimension.x,measure),
Value). The estimation of the OLAP query is given as follows:
Algorithm 3 (Estimation of an OLAP query). On input (base,
dimensions, measure, aggregation), do:
1. For each discrete value x of the dimension:
\2 (tn ) [base(dimension.x,measure)]
1.1 Compute αx = P
ustat
d
1.2 Compute Sx =
num(base(dimension.x,measure),
Value)
x
1.3 Compute δx = Pαxα.S
x .Sx
x

This procedure generalizes for neighborhoods at depth k,
and for Xpath selections.
Theorem. 1: Given an OLAP query such that the density
of the base nodes is large enough, the distribution defined by
Algorithm 3 is an -approximation of the OLAP query with
high probabilities.
Proof: Consider the expected value E(δx )
=
x
).
We
can
approximate
the
exact
density,
E( Pαxα.Sx .S
x
x
P
proportional
to
num(base(dimension.x,measure),
Value) by the expected weight of the subtrees labeled

base(dimension.x,measure) times the average value of the
d function, which is αx .Sx normalized, i.e. E(δx ). We
num
can then apply the Hoeffding bound as in lemma 2 because
all the numerical variables are bounded by β. The required
number of samples depends on  and β.
IV.

S TATS -R EDUCTIONS FOR WORDS AND TREES
CLUSTERS

This first example on words serves as a motivation for the
basic concepts which will be generalized to trees.

Wi
i−1

i

i+1

Linear cluster of words.

Consider the ith node of the cluster holding the large word
wi of size ni , with neighbours nodes i−1th and i+1th holding
wi−1 of size ni−1 and wi+1 of size ni+1 We can approximate
the statistics of wi−1 .wi .wi+1 from the individual statistics of
nodes i − 1, i and i + 1.
Lemma 3: ustatpk (wi−1 .wi .wi+1 ) can be -approximated
p
p
p
[ k (wi ),ustat
[ k (wi−1 ) and ustat
[ k (wi+1 ).
from ustat
Proof: Let us assume p = 2, w = wi−1 .wi .wi+1 and
1
[ k (wj ) for j =
n = ni−1 + ni + ni+1 . We first compute ustat
i − 1, i, i + 1 as in lemma 1. When we select two random
subwords in wi−1 .wi .wi+1 , the probability they fall in wi−1
n2
is ni−1
2 , and the probability the first subword is in wi−1 and
.ni
and similarly for all the other
the second in wi is 2.ni−1
n2
cases.
If the two samples fall in wi−1 , the global statistics follow
ustat2k (wi−1 )[uj , uk ], whereas if the first sample is in wi−1 and
the second in wi the global statistics is ustat2k (w)[uj , uk ] =
ustat1k (wi−1 )[uj ]. ustat1k (wi )[uk ].
We can then interpolate the global statistics as:
2

Lemma 4: The vector ustatpk (w1 , ...wi−1 .wi .wi+1 ...wn )
p
[ k (wj ) for j = 1, ...n within
can be -approximated from ustat
O(n/2) communication steps where only statistics vectors
(constant size) are exchanged between nodes of the cluster.
B. Trees cluster

A. Words cluster

Fig. 5.

to communicate at distance 3 in the cluster ( node 5 need the
statistics of nodes 2 and 8). If we assume that the main cost is
the communication, we may as well simultaneously reduce the
left and right branch following the corollary 1 until we reach
nodes n/2 − 1, n/2 and n/2 + 1.

ustatk (w)[uj , uk ] =

2
n2i−1
[
n2 .ustatk (wi−1 )[uj , uk ]
1

.ni
[ k (wi )[uk ] + ....
+ 2.ni−1
. ustat1k (wi−1 )[uj ].ustat
n2

The sum has 3 components of the first type (cases j −
1, j, j + 1) and 3 components of the second type (cases
(j − 1, j), (j − 1, j + 1), (j, j + 1)). It only -approximates
ustat2k as we miss the cases when the samples fall on the two
borders wi−1 .wi and wi .wi+1 . The impact is of order 1/n.
This interpolation method generalizes for an arbitrary p.
Similarly we can approximate the statistics of wi−1 .wi
from the individual statistics of nodes i − 1 and i.
Corollary 1: ustatpk (wi .wi+1 ) can be -approximated from
p
p
[ k (wi ) and ustat
[ k (wi+1 ).
ustat
Assume a linear cluster with n = 2m processors holding
w1 , .....wn and a master node (at position n/2) holding wn/2 .
The merging of statistics can be done by dichotomy where the
cluster nodes in position 2, 5, 8, .... updates their neighbours
statistics according to lemma 5. For the next stage they need

We generalize the previous construction with ustatpk associated with trees. Consider the ith node of a tree cluster
as in Figure 4, holding the large tree ti of size ni with two
distinguished leaves (L0 , L1 ), with first successor node i0th
holding ti0 of size ni0 and and second successor node i1
holding ti1 of size ni1 . We show how to approximate the
statistics of this subtree ti (ti0 , ti1 ) from the individual statistics
p
[ k is built from
of nodes i, i0 and i1. Recall that the ustat
samples which include the distinguished elements. In particular
[ k (ti ) such that sj <v L0 ,
we know all the samples sj of ustat
sj <h L0 and L0 <h sj . Let VL0 = {sj : sj <v L0 },
HL−0 = {sj : sj <h L0 } and HL+0 = {sj : L0 <h sj }.
Lemma 5: ustatpk (ti (ti0 , ti1 )) can be 2.-approximated
p
p
p
[ k (ti ),ustat
[ k (ti0 ) and ustat
[ k (ti1 ).
from ustat
Proof: Assume p = 2 and n = ni0 + ni + ni1 . We first
[ k (tj ) for j = i0, i, i1 as in lemma 1, generalized
compute ustat
p
[ k (ti )
to trees. In particular we know all the samples si of ustat
such that si <v L0 , si <h L0 and L0 <v si . When we select
two random subtrees in ti (ti0 , ti1 ), the probability they fall in
n2
ti0 is Ni02 , and the probability the first subtree is in ti0 and the
second in ti is 2.nNi02.ni and similarly for all the other cases.
If the two samples sj , sk fall in ti0 , the global
2
[ k (ti0 )[sj , sk , .]. If the first samstatistics follow ustat
ple is in ti and the second in ti0 it contributes
to the vertical component of the global statistics if
sj ∈ VL0 . Its contribution to ustat2k (ti (ti0 , ti1 ))[sj , sk , v]
1
[ k (ti )[sj ∈ VL0 ].ustat
[ k (ti0 )[sk ]. It contributes
is ustat
to the horizontal of the global statistics if sj ∈
HL−0 . Its contribution to ustat2k (ti (ti0 , ti1 ))[sj , sk , h] is
1
[ k (ti )[sj ∈ HL− ].ustat
[ k (ti0 )[sk ] . If sj ∈ HL+ its
ustat
0

1

0

[ k (ti )[sj ∈
contribution to ustat2k (ti (ti0 , ti1 ))[sk , sj , h] is ustat
+ [1
HL0 ].ustatk (ti0 )[sk ] . The other cases are similar. We interpolate first the vertical component of the global statistics as:
n2

2

2

[ k (ti0 )[sj , sk , v] +
ustatk (ti (ti0 , ti1 ))[sj , sk , v] = ni02 .ustat
1
2.ni0 .ni [ 1
[ k (ti0 )[sk ] + ....
.ustatk (ti )[sj ∈ VL0 ].ustat
n2
The sum has 3 components of the first type (cases i, i0, i1)
and 2 components of the second type (cases (i, i0), (i, i1)).
We then interpolate the horizontal component of the global
statistics similarly as:
2

2

2
n
[ k (ti0 )[sj , sk , h] +
ustatk (ti (ti0 , ti1 ))[sj , sk , h] = ni02 .ustat
1
− [1
2.ni0 .ni1 [
.ustatk (ti0 )[sj ∈ HL ].ustatk (ti1 )[sk ] + ....
n2
0

The sum has 3 components of the first type (cases i, i0, i1)
and 1 component of the second type (case (i0, i1)). Notice
2
that ustatk only -approximates ustat2k as we miss the cases
when the samples fall on the borders ti .ti0 and ti .ti1 . The
impact is of order 1/n < . This interpolation generalizes for
an arbitrary p.
Consider a tree cluster with nc nodes of depth
P d. Each
cluster holds a tree ti of size ni >> nc and n = i ni . Let
p
ustatk (T ) be the result of applying lemma 5 top down from
the leaves to the root of the cluster.
p

Theorem. 2: If nc << ni for each i, then ustatk (T ) is an
2..d approximation of ustatpk (T ).
Proof: We apply d times the construction of lemma 5 and
p
obtain ustatk (T ). At each stage we have an 2.-approximation
for the corresponding ustatpk (T ), so the global approximation
factor is 2..d.
p

[ k (ti ) built from a number of
It is useful to have the ustat
samples proportional to ni the size of ti . It is easier to show
that the samples are uniformy distributed in the composition.
V.

A NALYTIC QUERIES ON THE GLOBAL TREE T

We now combine the main results of the two previous
sections. From Theorem 2, we can efficiently construct a good
p
approximation ustatk (T ) of ustatpk (T ). Notice that although
we can’t construct T , we can have its statistics. From Theorem
1 we can approximate an OLAP query if we can maintain
d ). As in the composition step of lemma 5, define
num(T
d i )[s, value] ∪w
num(ti (ti0 , ti1 ))[s, value]
=
num(t
d i0 )[s, value] ∪w num(t
d i1 )[s, value], i.e. the weighted
num(t
union of the sets of sampled numerical values for a fixed
s and a numerical attribute. The weighted union takes the
union for sizes proportional to the size of the trees. Suppose
ni0 = 2.ni1 , and we have the same number of samples in
both trees. In this case, we only keep a random half of the
samples of ti1 . By induction on the depth of the cluster we
obtain num(T ).

all different, we are close to random data with no interest. In
a real situation, we would have 3.103 distinct samples, hence
7.103 repetitions which would provide meaningful estimates
of ustatk , ustat2k and ustat3k .
These vectors have huge dimensions, but they are sparse:
\k could have 3.103 non zero coefficients (its support), and
ustat
ustat2k much less than 9.106 non-zero coefficients because the
\k would be non uniform. Most of the coefficients
statistics ustat
of these vectors would be small, so we can still reduce the
support to its essential part, by ignoring the small coefficients.
We may also concentrate on samples with specific labels at the
root, reducing the support even more. The useful support size
\2 could be 103
\k could be 500, the support size of ustat
of ustat
k
\3 could be 2.103 . It is essentially
and the support size of ustat
k
all we need, with the num extension for the numerical values
for each processor. If we have a cluster with 100 nodes, (the
size of T would be 1010 ), they exchange vectors of size 3.103 .
Within 100 steps we have the global statistics. The method
would therefore give some estimate to many analytic queries,
and we would need to estimate the confidence for these values.
Instead of starting with the approximation  and confidence
δ and infering the size of the representations (number of
samples, parameters k, p), we would do the reverse. We keep
a reasonable density of samples and infer the  and δ.
VI.

We presented the general StatsReduce framework for a
cluster of processors, taking the trees as an example. This
method can apply to other cloud situations, in particular to
certain classes of graphs. We assumed that all the trees would
be close to a common DTD. In practice, there may be several
DTDs, one for each cluster which may store data associated
with different languages (English, Chinese, Spanish...). In this
case we need to combine data exchange techniques such as
in [7], where the statistics are transformed before they are
reduced.
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